American flyer parts diagram

American Flyer Transformers were used to power both the trains as well as the accessories. In
general the transformers had different power levels and sizes that enabled for more trains or
accessories depending on the engineers collection. In addition, transformers often had multiple
handles, as seen below, so that you could run multiple American Flyer locomotives at the same
time and control the speed of the train. If the Transformer has B in the name ie. If you wanted
you could also use a Catalog 13 which was connected between the transformer and between the
track and you could add a circuit breaker to prevent a fire from a short or transformer problem.
The high end models include meters for monitoring the voltage on the tracks along with the
current being used by the train. This feature can also be used to conveniently activate the
locomotive reverse mechanism. The largest cases are used in the dual train control
transformers No. These large transformers can power two trains and many accessories. Again
they are equipped with a variety of meters, lights and switches. The last case design is a
revision of the plastic cases. The single train control version is the No. American Flyer
Transformer No. Service Instructions for No. I am looking for the schematics to rewire the 18B
or 30B. John â€” Thanks for the comment. We are working on getting the rewiring instructions.
Give us a couple of days. The smooth side is line and the ribbed side is neutral. Best practice is
to shut off the line with the switch. Please advise source where I might obtain. Hi David â€” I
believe the wiring diagram and schematic are the same thing and should help you. Let me know
if you are looking for something different? Yes, the transformers will provide alternating current
at the same frequency Hz that is present on the line voltage input. In North America that is 60 Hz
or 60 cycles per second. I have a 30B with what I believe to be a failing circuit breaker. It trips on
loads that do not affect my other 30B. I plan on replacing the original breaker with an ATC type 1
breaker. My question is what was the original amperage rating on the 30B breaker? You must be
logged in to post a comment. Recommended Books. John on May 23, at pm. Log in to Reply.
Bill on June 8, at am. Thanks, Bill Log in to Reply. David Woodruff on August 9, at pm. Kirk Log
in to Reply. David Woodruff on August 13, at pm. Nick Leyko on November 21, at pm. Do the AF
transformers produce alternating current? Bill on November 22, at am. Tim Coe on December 2,
at pm. Submit a Comment Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. With a lot of
help so far from Sturgeon-Phish and green97probe, I have been able to breathe new life into this
60 year old steam engine which I got for Christmas from my parents in But, at this point, I
thought it best to start a new thread to summarize what I have done so for and make it easier for
others to follow. When I started this rehab project last week, the old steam engine seemed
deader than a doornail. No movement, no sound, no nothing. At Sturgeon-Phish suggestion, I
detached the tender from the engine by removing the jack panel connection and jumpered the
two inside wires together while providing power to the two outside wires with power directly
from the transformer. That got the engine moving, so I knew the motor was OK. Then, I applied
power from the transformer to the front and rear trucks of the tender and that got the reversing
unit to work. So far, so good. However, when I reconnected the jack panel between the engine
and the tender, I could not get the engine to move although there was power on the tender
chassis from both the front and the rear truck and the reversing unit was operative. So, I opened
up the wiring harness and inspected all four wires, but there were no broken connections. The
following diagram illustrates the 4-wire setup in the American Flyer Incidentally, the power
pickups are right rail to front truck and left rail to rear truck. Next, I cut the wiring harness in
half, leaving one-half of each wire attached to the jack panel and the other half of each wire
attached to the reversing unit. Then, I began to bench test the wiring. With the jack panel still
connected between the engine and tender, I jumpered the two inside pins together on the jack
panel leaving the cut portion of those two wires hanging loose from the tender and applied
power to the two outside pins directly from the front and rear trucks. The engine took off and
ran down the test track. So, I am getting power up to the reversing unit through the front and
rear trucks. It seems to me that either something is wrong with the reversing unit or there is still
something wrong with the wiring, not on the harness but on the reversing unit. However, I do
not understand the function of each of the four wires, so I am confused what to do next. Any
help or advice would be appreciated. My guess is something is amiss with the fingers on the
e-unit. The fingers should be sprug to make positive contact with the drum. Replace the panel
and slightly twist the tabs back, after testing. To add to what Jim said above, be sure to hold
down the fiber board strips that the fingers are mounted on tightly when twisting the tabs to
reinstall them. Sometimes the strip won't be down all the way when the tabs are twisted, which
results in one or more fingers not touching the drum. That has happened to me several times in
the past. Holding the strips down while twisting the tabs prevents that problem. Sturgeon-Phish
My guess is something is amiss with the fingers on the e-unit. I took a real close look at the four
fingers and two of them have a hole in them where they are supposed to make contact with the
drum. The right finger on the upper contact and the left finger on the lower contact are the

culprits. I will order replacement upper and lower contacts. It looks like I will have to solder the
wires on the new contacts, so I will also order a new wiring harness since I cut the other one in
half. A hole or worn out fingers are a common problem on engines with a lot of run time. Make it
easy on yourself and solder the finger panels up then attach the panels to the frame. Also notice
one set of finges is set off to one side and the other set is centered. Which is on top or on front
is not a big deal as far as I know, but you do need to have the different panels to work. The
finger has a roughly semicircular curl on the end, with a right-angle bend where it connects to
the straight part of the finger. When the curl wears, it is at the middle of that semicircle. To get
more life out of it, remove the part past the middle which may have fallen off of its own accord.
Then flatten that right-angle bend to about 45 degrees. This moves another part of the
quarter-circle that is left into position to rub on the drum. Hook it around a finger at the closest
point to the insulating board and pull the finger firmly into contact with the board. Then use a
small screwdriver to push the finger toward the drum. Position the screwdriver right next to the
hook, but on the side away from the board. The idea is to make a little bend right there to swing
the loose end of the finger toward the drum until it contacts it firmly. I tried your technique, and I
actually got it to work at first, but the fingers were too far gone. They started slipping "behind"
the drum instead of riding on top of it. No matter. I will order new ones and get on with it. I have
learned a ton about these old engines in the last week. Our community is FREE to join. To
participate you must either login or register for an account. Login or Register. Order Ascending
Order Descending. Member since September From: Dearborn Station 20, posts. Posted by
richhotrain on Saturday, January 2, PM. Member since November 3, posts. Member since April ,
posts. Reply Edit. Posted by richhotrain on Sunday, January 3, AM. Which is on top or on front
is not a big deal as far as I know, but you do need to have the different panels to work Jim.
Posted by lionelsoni on Sunday, January 3, PM. It is possible to get another lifetime out of
worn-out fingers, whether Flyer or Lionel. Posted by richhotrain on Sunday, January 3, PM. Join
our Community! Search the Community. Find us on Facebook. American Flyer Steam Engine Problems with Wiring or Reversing Unit Posted by richhotrain on Saturday, January 2, PM With
a lot of help so far from Sturgeon-Phish and green97probe, I have been able to breathe new life
into this 60 year old steam engine which I got for Christmas from my parents in Sturgeon-Phish
Member since November 3, posts. Jim Reply. Anonymous Member since April , posts. Jim Oh
boy, I took a real close look at the four fingers and two of them have a hole in them where they
are supposed to make contact with the drum. Thanks, Jim. Rich Alton Junction Reply. Posted
by Sturgeon-Phish on Sunday, January 3, PM A hole or worn out fingers are a common problem
on engines with a lot of run time. Which is on top or on front is not a big deal as far as I know,
but you do need to have the different panels to work Jim Reply. Posted by lionelsoni on Sunday,
January 3, PM It is possible to get another lifetime out of worn-out fingers, whether Flyer or
Lionel. Bob Nelson Reply. Posted by richhotrain on Sunday, January 3, PM lionelsoni It is
possible to get another lifetime out of worn-out fingers, whether Flyer or Lionel. Bob, I tried your
technique, and I actually got it to work at first, but the fingers were too far gone. Thanks for your
help. Newly-listed collectibles are viewable by everyone, but only a Private Car member can
purchase during the seven day preview period. Want the opportunity to purchase our rarest and
most exclusive collectible trains without waiting? Sign up for a Private Car membership today!
Ready to climb aboard? Make sure you have a free Trainz Rewards account first, by clicking on
the "Sign up and earn points! It's how we know to give you points for your purchases, and how
you create discount codes to use on your next shopping trip. Once you're ready, click below!
Home American Flyer Train Parts. View All Products. We carry both original and reproduction
parts for all your American Flyer trains and accessories. Lionel Shoulder Rivet 2. American
Flyer pa Spring. Lionel AF Knuckle Rivet Lionel Porthole Lens 4. American Flyer Station Wide
Window. Add to Cart. Out Of Stock! We will notify you when this product becomes available.
Availability Date:. Item added to cart! Item added to wishlist! Continue shopping Go to cart Go
to wishlist. Become a Premium Member. Premium Membership. What are Premium
Memberships? Intended for the serious collector, Trainz Premium Memberships earn more
points per dollar spent, and unlock exclusive benefits like Exclusive Preview access to
no-questions-asked returns and beyond. Learn More. Unlock Exclusive Preview Items. See
More. What benefits do I get? Learn More! How much does it cost? Our Premium Memberships
are available at two levels, with a monthly payment option and a discounted yearly rate. Check
pricing! Purchase First Class Membership. Purchase Now! Purchase Private Car membership.
Newly-listed collectibles are viewable by everyone, but only a Private Car member can purchase
during the seven day preview period. Want the opportunity to purchase our rarest and most
exclusive collectible trains without waiting? Sign up for a Private Car membership today! Ready
to climb aboard? Make sure you have a free Trainz Rewards account first, by clicking on the
"Sign up and earn points! It's how we know to give you points for your purchases, and how you

create discount codes to use on your next shopping trip. Once you're ready, click below! Home
American Flyer Train Parts. View All Products. We carry both original and reproduction parts for
all your American Flyer trains and accessories. Lionel Rivet 3. Lionel Collector Spring 2.
American Flyer pa14n Bushing. American Flyer Coupler Bar. Lionel Plastic Coupler Knuckle 3.
American Flyer O Ladder. Add to Cart. Out Of Stock! We will notify you when this product
becomes available. Availability Date:. Item added to cart! Item added to wishlist! Continue
shopping Go to cart Go to wishlist. Become a Premium Member. Premium Membership. What
are Premium Memberships? Intended for the serious collector, Trainz Premium Memberships
earn more points per dollar spent, and unlock exclusive benefits like Exclusive Preview access
to no-questions-asked returns and beyond. Learn More. Unlock Exclusive Preview Items. See
More. What benefits do I get? Learn More! How much does it cost? Our Premium Memberships
are available at two levels, with a monthly payment option and a discounted yearly rate. Check
pricing! Purchase First Class Membership. Purchase Now! Purchase Private Car membership.
There seems to be a problem serving the request at this time. Skip to main content. Filter 1.
Shop by Category. Year see all. Not Specified. Grading see all. C Mint-Brand New. C-9 Factory
New-Brand New. C-8 Like New. C-7 Excellent. C-6 Very Good. C-5 Good. C-2 Restoration
Required. C-1 Junk, Parts Value only. Color see all. Material see all. Pressed Steel. Brand see all.
American Flyer Filter Applied. Condition see all. Please provide a valid price range. Buying
Format see all. All Listings. Best Offer. Buy It Now. Classified Ads. Item Location see all. US
Only. North America. Delivery Options see all. Free International Shipping. Show only see all.
Returns Accepted. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authorized Seller. Authenticity Guarantee.
More refinements More refinements Shop by Color. See All - Shop by Color. All Auction Buy It
Now. Sort: Best Match. Best Match. View: Gallery View. List View. American Flyer Mini-craft
Eureka Diner. American Flyer Lines No. American Flyer S-gauge custom rear truck for steam
engine, made from pilot 4. American Flyer New? Results Pagination - Page 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
American Flyer One stop shop for all things from your favorite brand. Shop now. Skip to main
content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to
Watchlist. This listing has ended. The seller has relisted this item or one like this. Ships to:. This
amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Start of add to
list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Jan 28, PST. May not ship to
Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Seller's other
items. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Similar sponsored items.
Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: New: A brand-new,
unused, unopened, undamaged item including handmade items. See the seller's listing for full
details. See all condition definitions - opens in a new window or tab Read more about the
condition. We have also included some new Wiring Diagrams that were not included in our first
books. As always, we have included every cataloged or uncataloged model of every Steam and
Diesel Locomotives made by the A. Gilbert Co. We hope this reference book will be helpful and
enjoyable to the American Flyer Operator and Collector Enthusiasts. This Manual had been
updated to October If there were any other updates, they might have been limited to the Factory
Staff. There is a total of pages. The Reference Book is Indexed and all locomotives are listed
numerically for easy reference. This would definitely be a great and unique addition to any
operator or collector of American Flyer Trains. If you have any questions about this Reference
Book, don't hesitate to ask. Check out the detailed photos below of this great product. Back to
home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Condition: New. Ended:
Jan 28, PST. Shipping: May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for
shipping options. Seller: thespreekc Seller's other items. New: A brand-new, unused, unopened,
undamaged item including handmade items. American Flyer. Gilbert Co. Specifically, this
bulletin is for the American Flyer Brakeman Car Specifically, this bulletin is for the American
Flyer Action Caboose American Flyer Semaphore Instructions These are the installation
instructions furnished by the A. Specifically, this bulletin is for the American Flyer Semaphore
Manual Installation instructions. The car does a great job of moving the cattle about and when
the flat car pulls up, moves the cattle on board. Specifically, this bulletin is for the American
Flyer Semaphore Manual installation instructions. Specifically, this bulletin is for the American
Flyer Accessory Whistle Installation instructions. Specifically, this bulletin is for the Coal
Loader A and Manual. The bulletin seems to refer to the American Flyer Coal Loader as well.

Specifically, this bulletin is for the American Flyer Crane installation instructions. Specifically,
this bulletin is for the American Flyer Accessory Rotary beacon Installation instructions.
Specifically, this bulletin is for the American Flyer Automatic Coupler Installation instructions.
These instructions were issued by Gilbert for snapping the Bumper on the end of a track or
spur. American Flyer Pike Planner The Pike Planner was helpful for determining which track
pieces were necessary as well as for designing your railroad to come out right the first time.
The instructions came with a kit that included plastic parts that made it even easier. The catalog
includes details about spacing, number of each type of tracks etc. The higher value reflects the
desirability of this feature along with the smaller production volume. Specifically, this bulletin is
for the American Flyer Locomotive Manual. American Flyer Wiring Instructions This page
includes links to all of the American Flyer Wiring instructions manuals and bulletins for owning
and operating American Flyer accessories, trains, and track components. Specifically, this
bulletin is for the American Flyer Water Tank installation instructions. American Flyer
Transformer Filter 18 Instructions This is the American Flyer Transformer Filter 18 Instructions
and wiring information that can be used with a variety of track configurations and specifically
with two American Flyer Locomotives. The same design was used after the war but with S
Gauge. Specifically, this bulletin is for the American Flyer Locomotive Hudson. American Flyer
Transformers were used to power both the trains as well as the accessories. American Flyer
Track Terminal Instructions The track terminal was attached to the track, the accessory, and the
transformer. When the train passed over the track terminal, the circuit was completed and the
accessory operated as desired. American Flyer Transformer Guide Transformer design through
the to time period moved through a variety of form factors. Changing electrical safety
requirements over the period caused some redesign and changes in available and approved
materials enabled redesigns for cost savings. Gilbert manufactured the from to There were 24
models of the Pacific produced by Gilbert. The was a GP7 Diesel Model. The engine had a
pull-mor motor, a 4 stage reversing unit, no horn and was made in Specifically, this bulletin is
for the only American Flyer locomotive made with a mechanical steam whistle. Please confirm
deletion. There is no undo! Cancel Delete. This is the service bulletin furnished by the A. These
are the installation instructions furnished by the A. American Flyer Crossing Gate Instructions.
American Flyer Trestle Set Instructions. Gilbert American Flyer trains and transformers enabled
a multitude of different layout options. American Flyer Semaphore Instructions. The American
Flyer Stock Car and Yard model was built to mimic a farm operation that moves cattle onto a rail
car. The American Flyer Operating Stock Car and Yard model was built to mimic a farm
operation that moves cattle onto a rail car. American Flyer Log Loader Instructions. American
Flyer Electromatic Crane Instructions. American Flyer Highway Flasher Instructions. American
Flyer Rotary Beacon Instructions. American Flyer Automatic Uncoupler Instructions. American
Flyer Floodlight Tower Instructions. American Flyer Railway Hump Instructions. American Flyer
Bumper Instructions. The Pike Planner was helpful for determining which track pieces were
necessary as well as for designing your railroad to come out right the first time. American Flyer
Locomotive Parts List. The American Flyer Locomotive dockside switcher featured a die-cast
metal chassis, plastic boiler and cab, metal wheels and side rods, operating knuckle couplers, a
working headlight, smoke and Choo-Choo sounds. For one year only the version of this
locomotive was offered with the built in electronic whistle mounted in the tender. This page
includes links to all of the American Flyer Wiring instructions manuals and bulletins for owning
and operating American Flyer accessories, trains, and track components. American Flyer Water
Tank Instructions. American Flyer Transformer Filter 18 Instructions. This is the American Flyer
Transformer Filter 18 Instructions and wiring information that can be
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how to replace rear brake shoes
used with a variety of track configurations and specifically with two American Flyer
Locomotives. American Flyer Transformer Identification Sheet. American Flyer Transformer
Instructions. This is the American Flyer Train Transformer Manual completed with installation
and wiring instructions that can be used with a variety of track configurations. American Flyer
Train Set Instructions. American Flyer Transformer 17B Instructions. American Flyer Talking
Station Instructions. American Flyer Transformer 1 Instructions. American Flyer Track Terminal
Instructions. The track terminal was attached to the track, the accessory, and the transformer.
Transformer design through the to time period moved through a variety of form factors. The
American Flyer Locomotive Pacific would have had 4 leading, 6 driving, and 2 trailing wheels.
This is the service bulletin and manual furnished by the A. This is a complete history, pictures,
descriptions, and information on the American Flyer Locomotive Diesel.

